Let X be the constrained random walk on Z 2 with increments p1, 0q, p´1, 0q, p0, 1q and p0,´1q; X represents, at arrivals and service completions, the lengths of two queues (or two stacks in computer science applications) working in parallel whose service and interarrival times are exponentially distributed with arrival rates λ i and service rates µ i , i " 1, 2; we assume λ i ă µ i , i " 1, 2, i.e., X is assumed stable. Without loss of generality we assume ρ 1 " λ 1 {µ 1 ě ρ 2 " λ 2 {µ 2 . Let τ n be the first time X hits the line BA n " tx P Z 2 : xp1q`xp2q " nu, i.e., when the sum of the components of X equals n for the first time. Let Y be the same random walk as X but only constrained on ty P Z 2 : yp2q " 0u and its jump probabilities for the first component reversed. Let BB " ty P Z 2 : yp1q " yp2qu and let τ be the first time Y hits BB. The probability p n " P x pτ n ă τ 0 q is a key performance measure of the queueing system (or the two stacks) represented by X (if the queues/stacks share a common buffer, then p n is the probability that this buffer overflows during the system's first busy cycle). Stability of the process implies that p n decays exponentially in n when the process starts off the exit boundary BA n . We show that, for x n " tnxu, x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ď 1, xp1q ą 0, P pn´xnp1q,xnp2qq pτ ă 8q approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with exponentially vanishing relative error. Let r " pλ 1`λ2 q{pµ 1`µ2 q; for r 2 ă ρ 2 and ρ 1 ‰ ρ 2 , we construct a class of harmonic functions from single and conjugate points on a related characteristic surface for Y with which the probability P y pτ ă 8q can be approximated with bounded relative error. For r 2 " ρ 1 ρ 2 , we obtain the exact formula P y pτ ă 8q " r yp1q´yp2q`r p1´rq r´ρ2´ρ yp1q 1´r yp1q´yp2q ρ yp2q 1¯.
Introduction
This work concerns the random walk X with independent and identically distributed increments tI 1 , I 2 , I 3 , ...u, constrained to remain in Z 2 :
0, otherwise, I k P tp1, 0q, p´1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0,´1qu, P pI k " p1, 0qq " λ 1 , P pI k " p0, 1qq " λ 2 , P pI k " p´1, 0qq " µ 1 , P pI k " p0,´1qq " µ 2 .
The dynamics of X are depicted in Figure 1 . We denote the constraining boundaries by . " tx P Z 2 : xpiq " 0u, i " 1, 2. A well known interpretation for X is as the embedded random walk of two parallel queues with Poisson arrivals and independent and exponentially distributed service times. This random walk appears in computer science as a model of two stacks running together [42, 68, 32, 48] . Define the region
and its boundary BA n " x P Z 2 : xp1q`xp2q " n ( .
Let τ n be the first time X hits BA n :
When X is stable, i.e., when λ i ă µ i , a well known performance measure associated with X is the probability p n . " P x pτ n ă τ 0 q; if the queues share a common buffer, then p n is the probability that this buffer overflows during the system's first busy cycle. The stability assumption implies that p n decays exponentially in n, when the walk starts away from the exit boundary BA n . Hence tτ n ă τ 0 u is a rare event for n large. There is no closed form formula for p n in terms of the parameters of the problem; the approximation of probabilities of the type p n and of related probabilities and expectations for constrained processes has been a challenge for many years and there is a wide literature on this subject using techniques including large deviations analysis and rare event simulation, see, [1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 25, 32, 34, 33, 35, 36, 19, 38, 37, 39, 41, 40, 58, 27, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 26, 67, 14, 55, 56, 57, 59, 11, 60, 63, 64, 68, 30] .
The goal of the present work is to prove, for the constrained random walk X defined above, that the approximation approach used in [65, 66] gives approximations of p n with exponentially decaying relative error when the initial position x of the random walk is off the boundary B 1 . The work [66, Section 6] reviews many of the works cited above and points out the relations between the approach of the current paper and [65, 66] and the range of methods and approaches used in these works.
The approximation technique and the proof method are reviewed below (see subsection 1.1). Although the main approach of the present work is parallel to that of [65, 66] , new challenges and ideas appear in the treatment of the present case; there are also differences in the assumptions made and the results obtained. These are reviewed in Section 8.
First, several definitions; the utilization rates of the nodes are:
We assume that X is stable, i.e., ρ 1 , ρ 2 ă 1.
The following quantity plays a central role in our analysis:
r " λ 1`λ2 µ 1`µ2 .
Without loss of generality we can assume ρ 2 ď r ď ρ 1 (4) (if this doesn't hold, rename the nodes). We will make two further technical assumptions:
The first of these is needed in the construction of the Y -harmonic functions in Section 2, see (15) . The second is useful both in the computation of P y pτ ă 8q (see the proof of Proposition 7.2) and in the limit analysis (see the proof of Proposition 3.3). We further comment on these assumptions in the Conclusion (Section 9). Define the linear transformation
nd the affine transformation T n " ne 1`I where pe 1 , e 2 q is the standard basis for R 2 . Furthermore, define the constraining map π 1 px, yq " # y, if x`y P ZˆZ`, 0, otherwise.
Define Y to be a constrained random walk on ZˆZ`with increments
Y has the same increments as X, but the probabilities of the increments e 1 and´e 1 are reversed. Define BB Ă ZˆZ`, BB . " ty : yp1q " yp2qu , and the hitting time τ . " inf tk : Y k P BBu .
Summary of our analysis
[65, Proposition 3.1] asserts, in a more general framework than the model given above, that for any y P Z 2 , yp1q ą yp2q, P Tnpyq pτ n ă τ 0 q Ñ P y pτ ă 8q. The approximation idea connecting these two probabilities is shown in Figure 2 : by applying T n , we move the origin of the coordinate system to pn, 0q and take limits, which leads to the limit problem of computing P y pτ ă 8q where the limit Y process is the same process as X (observed from the point pn, 0q) but not constrained on B 1 . A more interesting convergence analysis is when the initial point is given in x coordinates. A convergence analysis from this point of view has only been performed so far for the constrained random walk with increments p1, 0q, p´1, 1q and p0,´1q (representing two tandem queues) in [65, 66] . The goal of the present work is to extend this analysis to the simple random walk X. Our main result is the following theorem: Theorem (Theorem 6.1). For any x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1, xp1q ą 0, there exists C 7 ą 0 and N ą 0 such that |P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q´P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q|
for n ą N , where x n " txnu.
Thus, as n increases P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q very well (with exponentially decaying relative error in n) if xp1q ą 0. In the tandem case there is a simple explicit formula for P y pτ ă 8q. In the parallel walk case a simple explicit formula exists under the additional condition
The formula for P y pτ ă 8q under this condition is
This is derived in Proposition 7.2 and is based on the class of Y -harmonic functions constructed in Section 2 from single and conjugate points on a characteristic surface associated with Y . A generalization of (58) can be used to find upper and lower bounds for P y pτ ă 8q when (7) doesn't hold, see Propositions 7.3 and 7.6. Subsection 7.1 illustrates how one can use these results to construct finer approximations of P y pτ ă 8q with diminishing relative error using superposition of Y -harmonic functions defined by single and conjugate points on the characteristic surface. Define the stopping times
If we set the initial position of Y to Y 0 " T n pX 0 q, we have tτ n ă τ 0 u X tτ n ă σ 1^τ0 u " tτ ă 8u X tτ ăσ 1 ă 8u.
The main argument in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is this: most of the probability of the events tτ n ă τ 0 u and tτ ă 8u come from the events tτ n ă σ 1^τ0 u and tτ ăσ 1 ă 8u respectively, if the initial position X 0 of X is away from B 1 . The full implementation of this argument will require the following steps:
1. Construction of Y -harmonic functions, Y´z harmonic functions and bounds on E y rz τ 1 tτ ă8u s for z ą 1 (Sections 2 and 3), 2. Large deviations (LD) analysis of P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q (Section 4), 3 . LD analysis of P xn pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q (Section 5), 4. LD analysis of P xn pσ 1 ă τ ă 8q (Subsection 5.1).
These steps are put together in Section 6. Section 7 treats the problem of computing P y pτ ă 8q from the Y -harmonic functions of Section 2. Section 8 points out the parallels and differences between the analysis of the constrained walk X treated in the present work and the tandem walk treated in [65, 66] . We comment on future work in the conclusion (Section 9).
Harmonic functions of Y
A function h on ZˆZ`is said to be Y -harmonic if E y rhpY 1 qs " hpyq, y P ZˆZ`.
Following [65] , introduce the the interior characteristic polynomial of Y :
and characteristic polynomial of Y on B 1 :
As in [65], we will construct Y -harmonic functions from solutions of p " 1; the set of all solutions of this equation defines the characteristic surface
define, similarly, the characteristic surface for B 1 :
Multiplying both sides of p " 1 by α transforms it to the quadratic equation
Define αpβ, αq .
if for a fixed β, α 1 and α 2 are distinct roots of (10), they will satisfy
by simple algebra; we will call the points pβ, α 1 q P H and pβ, α 2 q P H arising from such roots conjugate. Following [65] we refer to the function α as the conjugator. An example of two conjugate points are shown in Figure 3 . For any point pβ, αq P H define the following C-valued function on Z 2 :
z Þ Ñ rpβ, αq, zs, z P Z 2 , rpβ, αq, zs . " β zp1q´zp2q α zp2q .
Lemma 1. rpβ, αq,¨s is Y -harmonic on ZˆZ`´B 2 when pβ, αq P H. In addition x Þ Ñ rpβ, αq, T n pxqs, x P Z 2 , is X-harmonic on Z 2´B 1 Y B 2 . 
and the second claim follows from the first and the fact that J k " II k (see (6) Proof. That h β is Y -harmonic on ZˆZ`´B 2 follows from Lemma 3. For y P B 2 a direct computation gives:
It follows that
E y rh β py`π 1 py, J 1 qs´h β pyq " µ 2 Cpβ, α 1 qCpβ, α 2 qpβ yp1q´βyp1" 0,
i.e., h β is Y -harmonic on B 2 as well.
The intersection of H and H 1 consists of the points p0, 0q, p1, 1q and pρ 1 , ρ 1 q. The last of these gives us our first nontrivial loglinear Y -harmonic function:
The proof follows from Proposition 2.1 and the fact that pρ 1 , ρ 1 q P H X H 1 . Fixing β P C and solving (10) gives us the two conjugate points corresponding to β. It is also natural to start the computation from a fixed α and find its β and its conjugate. For this, one rewrites p " 1, now as a polynomial in β:
For α fixed, the roots of (12) are
where
and for z P C, ? z is the square root of z satisfying ℜp ? zq ě 0. The function y Þ Ñ P y pτ ă 8q takes the value 1 on BB; therefore, of special significance to us is the solution of (12) with α " 1. The roots (13) for α " 1 are
That r ď ρ 1 ă 1 implies Cpr, 1q " p1´rq ‰ 0. The assumption ρ 1 ‰ ρ 2 implies Cpr, αpr, 1qq " 1´ρ 2 {r ‰ 0. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, the root β 1 " r above defines the Y -harmonic function h r " Cpr, αpr, 1qqrpr, 1q,¨s´Cpr, 1qrpr, αpr, 1qq,¨s, " p1´ρ 2 {rqrpr, 1q,¨s´p1´rqrpr, r 2 {ρ 2 q,¨s.
For this function to be useful in our analysis, we need r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1 (see Proposition 7.1), therefore, we assume:
Finally, the following scalar multiple of h r is frequently used in the calculations, therefore, we will denote it in bold thus:
h r " rpr, 1q,¨s´1´r 1´ρ 2 {r rpr, r 2 {ρ 2 q,¨s;
the assumption ρ 1 ‰ ρ 2 ensures that the denominator 1´ρ 2 {r is nonzero.
Laplace transform of τ
To bound approximation errors we will have to argue that we can truncate time without losing much probability. For this, it will be useful to know that there exists z ą 1 such that
In [65, 28] , bounds similar to this are obtained using large deviations arguments, which are based on the ergodicity of the underlying chain. In [61] , again a similar bound is obtained invoking the geometric ergodicity of the underlying process. The process underlying (16) is not stationary. For this reason, these arguments do not immediately generalize to the analysis of (16) . To prove the existence of z ą 1 such that (16) holds, we will extend the characteristic surface an additional dimension to include a new parameter; points on the generalized surface will correspond to discounted (in our case we are in fact interested in inflated costs) expected cost functions of the process Y , i.e., points on this surface will give us functions of the form
We will use these functions to find our desired z.
1{z-level characteristic surfaces and Y -z-harmonic functions
The development in this subsection is parallel to Section 2 with an additional variable z P C.
A function h on ZˆZ`is said to be Y´z-harmonic if zE y rhpY 1 qs " hpyq, y P ZˆZ`.
As before, let p denote the characteristic polynomial of Y ; the set of all solutions of the equation zp " 1 defines the 1{z-level characteristic surface
Similarly, define H z 1
. " tpβ, αq P C 2 : zp 1 pβ, αq " 1u, the 1{z-level characteristic surface on B 1 . These surfaces reduce to the ordinary characteristic surfaces when z " 1. Multiplying both sides of zp " 1 by α z transforms it to the quadratic (in α) equation
whose discriminant is
Let α be the conjugator defined in (11) . If pβ, α 1 q P H z and α ‰ 0 then pβ, α 2 , zq P H z for α 2 " αpβ, α 1 q; if ∆ z pβq ‰ 0 pβ, α 1 q and pβ, α 2 q will be distinct points on H z and we will call them conjugate.
Lemma 3. rpβ, αq,¨s is Y´z harmonic on ZˆZ`´B 2 when pβ, αq P H z . In addition x Þ Ñ rpβ, αq, T n pxqs, x P Z 2 , is X´z-harmonic on Z 2´B 1 Y B 2 . The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 1 and follows from the definitions. Define
Parallel to Section 2, the above definitions give us the following class of Y´z-harmonic functions;
is Y´z-harmonic.
The proofs are the same as those of the corresponding Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of the previous section.
Existence of the Laplace transform of τ
We next use the Y´z harmonic functions constructed in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 to get our existence result. Proposition 3.3. There exist z 0 ą 1 and C 1 such that
for all y P ZˆZ`, yp1q ě yp2q.
Proof. Let us first prove the following: if we can find, for some z 0 ą 1 and C 1 ą 0, a Y -z 0 harmonic function h satisfying hpyq ě 1 on BB and C 1 ą h ě 0 on B we are done. The reason is as follows: that h is Y´z 0 -harmonic and the option sampling theorem imply that hpY τ^n qz τ^n 0 is a martingale. It follows that
hpyq " E y rhpY τ^n qz τ^n 0 s for y P B. Decompose the last expectation to tτ ď nu and tτ ą nu:
Now lim nÑ8 hpY τ qz τ 0 1 tτ ďnu " hpY τ qz τ 0 1 tτ ă8u . This and Fatou's lemma imply
To get our desired h we start from the points pr, 1q and pρ 1 , ρ 1 q on H. The first point gives us the root p1, rq of the equation
That
Bzppβ, αq Bβ | p1,r,1q " pλ 1`λ2 q r´1 r 2 ‰ 0 and the implicit function theorem give us a differentiable function β 1 on an open interval I 1 around z " 1 that satisfies
The conjugate of pβ 1 , 1q on H z is pβ 1 , αpβ 1 , 1qq (whenever possible, we will omit the z variable and simply write β 1 ; similarly, we will write α for αpβ 1 , 1qq. These points give us the Y´z-harmonic function
where we used Cpβ 1 , 1q{Cpβ 1 , αq "
. That αpβ 1 p1q, 1q " 0 ă r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1 (Assumption 14)implies that 0 ă αpβ 1 pzq, 1q ă 1 if we choose z ą 1 close enough to 1. h z will almost serve as our h, except that it does take negative values on a small section of B. To get a positive function we will add to h z a constant multiple of the Y´z-harmonic function defined by a point on H z X H z 2 that is the continuation of pρ 1 , ρ 1 q on H. This point is pβ 2 pzq, β 2 pzqq where β 2 pzq is the root of the the equation
satisfying β 2 p1q " ρ 1 . The implicit function theorem (or direct calculation) shows that β 2 is smooth in an open interval I 2 containing 1. Now pβ 2 , β 2 q P H z X H z 2 and Proposition 3.1 imply that rpβ 2 , β 2 q,¨s ě 0 is a Y´z harmonic function. Now define
By its definition h 1 is Y´z harmonic. We would like to choose C 0 large enough so that h 1 is bounded below by 1 on BB and is nonnegative on B. By our assumption (4), β 1 p1q " r ă β 2 p1q " ρ 1 ; therefore, for z ą 1 close enough to 1, we will still have β 1 pzq ă β 2 pzq; let us assume that I 1 and I 2 are tight enough that this holds. By definition,
β 2 ą β 1 implies that h 1 takes its most negative value for yp1q " yp2q, i.e., on BB and if we can choose C 0 ą 0 so that h is nonnegative on BB, it will be so on all of B. On BB, h 1 reduces to 1´1´β
then, h 1 can serve as our desired Y´z harmonic function h with C 1 " 1`C 0 . Now let us consider the case α ą β 2 :ordinary calculus implies that if we choose C 0 large enough we can make the minimum m 0 ă 0 over yp2q ą 0 of
arbitrarily close to 0; then choosing h " 1 1`m 0 h 1 gives us a Y´z harmonic function that satisfies h ě 1 on BB, h ě 0 on B and h ď C 1 on B where
We now use (18) to derive an upper bound on the probability that τ is finite but too large:
Proposition 3.4. For any δ ą 0, there exists C 2 ą 0 such that
for any y P ZˆZ`, yp1q ą yp2q and n ą 1.
Proof. Let z 0 ą 1 and C 1 be as in (18) . For any A ą 0, Chebyshev's inequality gives P y pnC 2 ă τ ă 8q " P y pz
Choosing C 2 " pδ`logpC 1 qq{ logpz 0 q gives (19).
LD limit for
Assumption (4) implieś logpρ 2 qp1´xp2qq ě´logprqp1´pxp1q`xp2qqq
and therefore V pxq " logprqpxp1q`xp2q´1q^log ρ 1 pxp1q´1q.
The level curves of V for for 
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.1. V is the LD limit of P x pτ n ă τ 0 q, i.e., lim´1 n log P tnxu pτ n ă τ 0 q " V pxq.
for xp1q`xp2q ă 1, x P R 2 .
Proof. Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 state lim inf´1 n log P tnxu pτ n ă τ 0 q ě V pxq.
and lim sup´1 n log P tnxu pτ n ă τ 0 q ď V pxq.
These imply (21) .
Next two subsections prove (22) and (23) . To prove the first, we will proceed parallel to [62, 28, 65] and construct a sequence of supermartingales M n starting from a subsolution of a limit Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equation associated with the problem. To prove the bound (23) we will directly construct a sequence of subharmonic functions of the process X. We will denote H H by H. H a is convex in q. For x P R 2 , define
LD lowerbound for
Following [24] one can represent V as the value function of a continuous time deterministic control problem; the HJB equation associated with this control problem is
a function W P C 1 is said to be a classical subsolution of (24) if
supersolutions are defined by replacing ě in (25) with ď .
To prove (22) will proceed parallel to [65, Section 7] : find an upperbound on P x pτ n ă τ 0 q by constructing a supermartingale associated with the process X. To construct our supermartingale we will proceed parallel to [62, 28] and use a subsolution of (24), i.e., a solution of (25) . Define
A direct calculation gives Lemma 4. The gradients defined in (26) satisfy
Hpr 2 q ą 0, H 1 pr 2 q ą 0,
The 0-level curve of the Hamiltonians and the gradients r i are shown in Figure 5a Define
The functionsṼ i , i " 1, 2, 3 meet at
i.e.,Ṽ
We assume that ǫ ą 0 is small enough so that x˚satisfies x˚p1q, x˚p2q ą 0, x˚p1q`x˚p2q ă 1.
V p¨, ǫq equalsṼ i p¨, ǫq in the region
these regions are shown in Figure 5b . As in [62, 28] , we will mollifyṼ px, ǫq with
to get our smooth subsolution of (24):
px`y, ǫqη 0.5C 3 ǫ pyqdy,
Lemma 5. The function V px, ǫq of (32) satisfies (25) anďˇˇˇB
where C 6 is independent of x. Furthermore,
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of [62, Lemma 2.3.2] .Ṽ is the minimum of four affine functions and hence is Lipschitz continuous and has a bounded (piecewise constant) gradient almost everywhere. This implies
This shows that V p¨, εq P C 1 . To show
one considers x P R 2ò . " tx P R 2 , xp1q, xp2q ą 0u, x P B 1 and x P B 2 separately. We will provide the details only for the first two. For x P R 2ò , H bpxq pDV p¨, ǫqq " HpDV p¨, ǫqq.
By Lemma 4 we know that all r i satisfy Hpr i q ě 0. That H is a convex function and Jensen's inequality imply that the DV px, ǫq " ř 3 i"0 w i pxqr i satisfies HpDV px, ǫqq ě 0; this proves (36) for x P R 2ò .
We know by (29) that C 4 P p0, 1q; therefore, by (31)
This implies that the region R 0 intersects all of the R 1 , R 2 and R 3 and in particular that the strip tx P R 2 : xp1q ă C 3 ǫu lies in R 0 Y R 2 . Then, for x P B 1 , the ball Bpx, C 3 ǫ{2q lies completely in R 0 Y R 2 , which implies DV px, ǫq " w 0 pxqr 0`w1 pxqr 2 , w 0 pxq`w 1 pxq " 1.
By Lemma 4 we know that H 1 pr 0 q " 0 and H 1 pr 2 q ě 0. These and the convexity of H i imply (36) for x P B 1 . The bound (33) follows from the Lipschitz continuity ofṼ p¨, ǫq, differentiation under the integral sign in (32) and bounds on the first derivative of η. Finally, (34) follows from
To get our upperbound on the probability P x pτ n ă τ 0 q we define
where C 6 is as in (33) .
Lemma 6. M pn,ǫq is a supermartingale.
Proof. The Markov property of X implies that it suffices to show
The expression on the left equalś nǫ .
The log term above equals H bpxq pDV px, ǫqq, which by Lemma 5 is nonnegative. This proves (37).
Proposition 4.1. Let x P R 2 with xp1q`xp2q ă 1, x n " tnxu and let V be as in (20) . Then for any ε ą 0 there exists an integer N such that for n ą N P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q ď e´n pV pxq´εq .
In particular, lim inf´1 n log P tnxu pτ n ă τ 0 q ě V pxq.
The proof is parallel to that of [66, Proposition 4.3] .
Proof. The inequality (40) follows from (39) upon taking limits. The rest of the proof focuses on (39) . Let ǫ n ą 0 be a sequence satisfying ǫ n Ñ 0 and ǫ n n Ñ 8. Let τ 0,n " τ n^τ0 . The optional sampling theorem ([31, Theorem 5.7.6]) applied to the supermartingale
Restricting the expectation on the left to tτ n ă τ 0 u makes it smaller:
Expanding M τn using its definition gives
X τn P BA n and the bound (34) reduce the last display to
By the definitions involved we have
This, nǫ n Ñ 0 and taking the lim inf´1 n log of both sides in (41) gives lim inf nÑ8´1 n log E xn
Now suppose that (39) doesn't hold, i.e., there exists ε ą 0 and a sequence n k such that
for all k; we pass to this subsequence and omit the subscript k. [62, Theorem A.1.1] implies that there is a C 2 ą 0 such that
for n large. Then
n pP xn pτ n ă τ 0 q´P xn pτ 0,n ą nC 2ě e´C 6 C 2 nǫn n´e´npV pxq´εq´e´pV pxq`1qn¯. Now taking lim sup´1 n log of both sides gives lim sup nÑ8´1 n log E xn
This contradicts (42) . Therefore, the assumption (43) is false and there does exist N ą 0 such that (39) holds for n ą N . This finishes the proof of this proposition.
LD upperbound for
The LD upperbound corresponds (because of the´log transform) to a lowerbound on the probability P x pτ n ă τ 0 q. To get a lower bound on this probability, it suffices to have a submartingale of X with the right values when X hits BA n Y t0u. As opposed to the analysis of the previous section (where we constructed a supermartingale from a subsolution to a limit HJB equation), one can directly construct a subharmonic function of X to get the desired submartingale. The next proposition gives this explicit subharmonic function. In its proof the following fact will be useful: if g 1 and g 2 are subharmonic functions of X at a point x, then so is g 1 _ g 2 , this follows from the definitions involved.
is a subharmonic function of X on A n´B A n Proof. We note ρ " rpρ 1 , ρ 1 q, T n pxqs.
Furthermore, pρ 1 , ρ 1 q P H. It follows from these and Lemma 3 that x Þ Ñ ρ n´xp1q 1 is X-harmonic for x P Z 2ò .
" Z 2´t B 1 Y B 2 u. A parallel argument proves the same for x Þ Ñ r pn´xp1qq´xp2q . The constant function x Þ Ñ ρ n´1 1 is trivially X-harmonic for all x P Z 2 . It follows that their maximum, f n is subharmonic on Z 2ò .
It remains to prove that f n is subharmonic on B 1 and B 2 . f n pxq " r pn´xp1qq´xp2q _ ρ n´1 1 for x P B 1 Y tx P Z 2 , xp1q " 1u. Both x Þ Ñ r pn´xp1qq´xp2q and x Þ Ñ ρ n´1 1
are X-harmonic on B 1 . It follows from these that f n is subharmonic on B 1 .
For x P B 2 X tx P Z2 : xp1q ă nu we have f n pxq " ρ
. By Lemma 2 and by fact that I k " IJ k we know x Þ Ñ ρ n´xp1q 1 is harmonic on B 2 ; the same trivially holds for x Þ Ñ ρ
is subharmonic on B 2 X tx P Z2 : xp1q ă nu Furthermore, by definition f n pxq ě ρ . These imply that f n is subharmonic on B 2 X tx P Z2 : xp1q ă nu.
The last three paragraphs together imply the statement of the proposition.
Proposition 4.3. P x pτ n ă τ 0 q ě f n pxq´f n p0q (45) and in particular lim sup´1 n log P tnxu pτ n ă τ 0 q ď V pxq,
for x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1, xp1q ą 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, we know that f n is a subharmonic function of X. It follows that hpX n q is a submartingale. This and the optional sampling theorem imply:
f n pxq ď E x rf n pτ n^τ0 qs f n pxq " P x pτ n ă τ 0 qp1´f n p0qq`f n p0q ď P x pτ n ă τ 0 q`f n p0q, where we have used f n pxq " 1 for x P BA n ; this gives (45) . Taking´1 n log of both sides and applying lim sup gives (46).
LD limit of
To implement the argument given in the introduction we need an LD lowerbound for the probability
We will obtain the desired bound through a subsolution of the limit HJB equation associated with X. This is parallel to the construction given in [66, Proposition 4.3] and the argument of Section 4.1. The main difference is in the construction of the subsolution. Bounding (47) requires a subsolution consisting of two pieces, one piece for before σ 1 and one for after. For the first piece we need the following additional root of the limit Hamiltonian: where the vectors r i are as in (26) . Now define the smoothed subsolution:
px`y, ǫ, iqη 0.5C 3 ǫ pyqdy, i " 0, 1.
The functionṼ p0,¨,¨q is obtained fromṼ p1,¨,¨q by striking outṼ 1 from the minimum and replacingṼ 3 withṼ 4 . In particular, the componentsṼ 0 andṼ 2 are common to bothṼ p1,¨,¨q andṼ p0,¨,¨q; this ensures that these functions overlap around an open region along B 1 , which implies in particular that V p1, x, ǫq " V p0, x, ǫq (51) for x P B 1 .
Remark 1.
The condition (51) allows one to think of V p¨,¨,¨q as a subsolution of the HJB equation on a manifold; the manifold consists of two copies of R 2 , glued to each other along tx P R 2 , xp1q " 0u.
We use V p¨,¨,¨q to construct the supermartingale
where C 6 {ǫ is an upperbound on the second derivative of V p¨,¨,¨q, which can be obtained by an argument parallel to the one used in the proof of (33) 
for n ą N , where x n " tnxu, 0 ă xp1q`xp2q ă 1, x P R 2 .
Proof. Parallel to the proof of Proposition 4.1, we choose a sequence ǫ n Ñ 0 with nǫ n Ñ 8; (53) follows from an application of the optional sampling theorem to the supermartingale M pn,ǫn,σq and the bound (44).
LD limit for
For this subsection and the next section it will be convenient to express the Y process in x coordinates, we do this by setting,X k . " T n pY k q;X k has the following dynamics:
σ 1 of (9) in terms ofX isσ 1 " inftk :X k P B 1 u. The processesX and X have the same dynamics except thatX is not constrained on B 1 . By definition,X 0 " X 0 . Note the following: X hits tx P ZˆZ`: xp1q`xp2q " nu exactly when Y hits ty P ZˆZ`: yp1q " yp2qu; i.e., if we defineτ
Proposition 5.2. For any ǫ ą 0, there exists N ą 0 such that
for n ą N , where x n " tnxu, xp1q`xp2q ă 1, x P RˆRP roof. The two stage subsolution V p¨,¨,¨q of (50) is a subsolution for theX process as well because,X has identical dynamics as X with one less constraint. Therefore, the proof of Proposition 5.1 applies verbatim to the current setup with one change: in the proof of (53) we truncate time with the bound (44) for τ n . We replace this with the corresponding bound (19) for τ .
Completion of the limit analysis
We now combine Propositions 4.3, 5.1 and 5.2 to get the main approximation result of this work:
Theorem 6.1. For any x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1, xp1q ą 0, there exists C 7 ą 0 and N ą 0 such that |P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q´P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q|
That P xn pτ n ă 8q " P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q follows from the the definitions in subsection 5.1.
Proof. The definitions (20) and (49) imply that 2C 7 " V σ px, 0q´V pxq ą 0 for x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1, xp1q ą 0. Choose ǫ ă C 7 . The processes X andX follow exactly the same path until they hit B 1 . It follows that |P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q´P xn pτ n ă 8q| ď P xn pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q`P xn pσ 1 ăτ n ă 8q (54) By Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and 4.3 there exists N ą 0 such that P xn pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q`P xn pσ 1 ăτ n ă 8q ď e´n pVσ p0,xq´ǫ{2q (55) and P x pτ n ă τ 0 q ě e´n pV pxq´ǫ{2q (56) for n ą N . The bounds (54), (55) and (56) give
for n ą N.
7 Computation of P y pτ ă 8q
Theorem 6.1 tells us that P y pτ ă 8q, y " T n px n q, approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with exponentially decaying relative error for xp1q ą 0. To complete our analysis, it remains to compute P y pτ ă 8q. As a function of y, P y pτ ă 8q is a Y -harmonic function. Furthermore, it is BB-determined, i.e., it has the representation y Ñ ErgpY τ q1 tτ ă8u s for some function g on BB (for y Þ Ñ BP y pτ ă 8q, g equals 1 identically). We will try to compute P y pτ ă 8q as a superposition of the Y -harmonic functions expounded in Section 2; because P y pτ ă 8q is 1 for y P BB, we would like the superposition to be as close to 1 as possible on BB. We have two classes of Y -harmonic functions given in Propositions 2.1 (constructed from a single point on H) and 2.2 (constructed from conjugate points on H). The first class gives us only one nontrivial Y -harmonic function, computed in Lemma 2: h ρ 1 " rpρ 1 , ρ 1 q,¨s. Remember that we have assumed αpr, 1q " r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1. This implies that, among the functions in the second class, the most relevant for the computation of P y pτ ă 8q is h r " 1 1´ρ 2 {r h r " rpr, 1q,¨s´1´r 1´ρ 2 {r rpr, ρ 2 {r 2 q,¨s, because this Y -harmonic function exponentially converges to 1 for y " pk, kq P BB and k Ñ 8.
A simple criterion to check whether a Y -harmonic function of the form
Our first theoretical result on P y pτ ă 8q arises from a linear combination of h ρ 1 and h r :
then P y pτ ă 8q " h r pyq`1´r 1´ρ 2 {r h ρ 1 pyq (58)
for y P B.
Proof. The right side of (58) is Y -harmonic by construction. Furthermore, ρ 2 ρ 1 " r 2 implies h r pyq`1´r 1´ρ 2 {r h ρ 1 pyq " 1 for y P BB. Therefore, to prove (58) it suffices to prove that
is BB-determined. For this we will use Proposition 7.1; in the present case, the β i are ρ 1 , r ă 1 and the α i are 1 and ρ 1 ď 1. It follows that (59) is BB-determined.
If (57) doesn't hold, i.e., if r 2 ‰ ρ 1 ρ 2 then one can proceed in several ways. As a first step, one can use the functions h r and h ρ 1 to construct lower and upper bounds on P y pτ ă 8q: Proposition 7.3. There exists positive constants c 0 , c 1 , and C 8 P y pτ ă 8q ď h a,0 pyq ď C 8 P y pτ ă 8q
In particular, h a,0 approximates P y pτ ă 8q with bounded relative error.
Proof. If ρ 1 ą r 2 {ρ 2 , one can set c 0 " 1 and c 1 " 1´r 1´ρ 2 {r since, for these values
on BB. Both h a,0 and y Þ Ñ P y pτ ă 8q; this and (62) imply h a,0 pyq ě P y pτ ă 8q for y P B.
To get the second bound on (60) set
With this choice of C 8 we get the second bound in (60) on BB; that both y Þ Ñ P y pτ ă 8q and h a,0 are BB-determined implies the same bound on all of B. If ρ 1 ă r 2 {ρ 1 , first choose C 0 so that
Then h a,0 pyq " 2h r pyq`2C 0 h ρ 1 pyq ě 1 for y P BB, from which the first bound in (60) follows. To get the second bound, set
and proceed as above.
Our choice of the constant 1{2 in (64) is arbitrary, any value between p0, 1q would suffice for the argument. Therefore, the constants c 0 and c 1 are not unique and they can be optimized to reduce relative error. Proposition 7.4. For x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1, xp1q ą 0, x n " tnxu, and for n large, h a,0 of (61) evaluated at T n px n q approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with bounded relative error.
Proof. We know by Theorem 6.1 that, for x P R 2 , xp1q`xp2q ă 1 and xp1q ą 0, P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with vanishing relative error. On the other hand, the above Proposition tells us that h a,0 of (61) approximates P y pτ ă 8q with bounded relative error. These imply that h a,0 pT n pxqq approximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with bounded relative error. Proposition 3.2 gives not one but a one-complex-parameter family of Y -harmonic functions. A natural question is whether one can obtain finer approximations of P y pτ ă 8q than what h a,0 provides. In this, we need BB-determined Y -harmonic functions. The next proposition (an adaptation of [65, Proposition 4.13] to the current setting) identifies a class of these which are naturally suitable for the approximation of P y pτ ă 8q. Proposition 7.5. There exists 0 ă R ă 1 such that for all α P C with R ă |α| ď 1 , maxp|β 1 pαq|, |αpβ 1 pαq, αq|q ă 1; in particular h β 1 pαq is BB-determined.
Proof. We know by [65, Proposition 4.7] that |β 1 pαq| ď r ă 1 for all |α| " 1. Then
where the last inequality is the assumption (14) . The functions β 1 and α are continuous; it follows that the inequality above holds also for R ă |α| ď 1 if R ă 1 is sufficiently close to 1. That h β 1 is BB-determined follows from these and Proposition 7.1.
We can now use as many of the BB-determined Y -harmonic functions identified in Propositions 2.2 and 7.5 as we like to construct finer approximations of P y pτ ă 8q. Once the approximation is constructed upperbounds on its relative error can be computed from the maximum and the minimum of the approximation on BB-as was done in the proof of Proposition 7.3: Proposition 7.6. Let R be as in Proposition 7.1. For c k P C and R ă |α k | ď 1 k " 0, 1, 2, ..., K define
Then h a,K is Y -harmonic and BB-determined. Furthermore, for
h a˚,K approximates P y pτ ă 8q with relative error bounded by c˚.
Proof. We know by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 that h a˚,K is Y -harmonic. That R ă |α k | ď 1 and Proposition 7.1 imply that h a˚,K is also BB-determined, i.e.,
Taking the real part of both sides gives:
i.e, h a,K is Y -harmonic and BB-determined. That c˚ă 8 follows from max |β 1 pα k q, αpβ 1 pα k q, α k q| ă 1 (see Proposition 7.1). The inequality 1´c˚ă h a,K pk, kq ă 1`c˚ (68) follows from (66), |ℜpzq´1| ď |z´1| for any z P C. It follows from (68) and (67) that p1´c˚qE y r1 tτ ă8u s ď h a,K pyq ď p1`c˚qE y r1 tτ ă8u s p1´c˚qP y pτ ă 8q ď h a,K pyq ď p1`c˚qP y pτ ă 8q,
This implies that h a,K approximates P y pτ ă 8q with relative error bounded by c˚.
One of the key aspects of Proposition 7.6 is that it shows us how to compute an upper bound on the relative error of an approximation of the form (65) from the values it takes on BB. We can use this to choose the α k and the c k to reduce relative error, the next subsection illustrates this procedure.
Finer approximations when
To illustrate how one can use approximations of the form (65) to improve on the approximation provided by Proposition 7.3, let us assign values to the parameters λ i and µ i satisfying the assumptions (4), (5):
for these choice of parameters we have
We note r 2 " 9{49 ‰ 1{5 " ρ 1 ρ 2 ; therefore, we don't have an explicit formula for P y pτ ă 8q. But Proposition 7.3 implies that
approximates P y pτ ă 8q with relative error bounded by
where C 8 is computed as in (63) . Then, by Theorem 6.1, h a,0 pT n px napproximates P xn pτ n ą τ 0 q with relative error converging to a level bounded by C 8´1 " 0.3607 . We can reduce this error by using further Y -harmonic functions given by Propositions 2.2 and 7.5 and constructing an approximation of the form (65). We note β 1 p0.7q " 0.34610 and therefore, by an argument parallel to the proof of Proposition 7.5, we infer that |β 1 pαq| ď 0.34619 , |pβ 1 pαq, αq| ă 1 for |α| " 0.7. Thus, h β 1 pαq is Y -harmonic and BB-determined for all |α| " 0.7, and we can use this class of functions in improving our approximation of P y pτ ă 8q. Let us begin with using K " 3 additional Y -harmonic functions of this form in our approximation: for the α's let us take
The resulting harmonic functions are h β 1 pα 1,j q , j P t1, 2, 3 " Ku.
(see (13) and (17)).
Our approximation h a,K will be of the form
One can choose the coefficients c 1,j , j P t0, 1, 2, 3 " Ku in a number of ways, for example, by minimizing L p errors. Here we will proceed in the following simple way: the ideal situation would be h a,K pyq " 1 for all y P BB, which would mean h a,K pyq " P y pτ ă 8q, but this will not hold in general. We will instead require that this identity holds for y " pk, kq, k " 0, 1, 2, 3. This leads to the following four dimensional linear equation:
k " 0, 1, 2, 3; Solving (70) gives c 1,0 " 7.80744´0.12974i, c 1,1 "´0.25880`1.46155i
Once the approximation is computed, following Proposition 7.6 one can easily compute its relative error in approximating P y pτ ă 8q by computing max yPBB |h a˚,K pyq´1|.
That max j"1,2,..,K pr, ρ 1 , r 2 {ρ 1 , |α 1,j |, |β 1 pα 1,j q, αpβ 1 pα 1,j q, α 1,jă 1 implies argmax yPBB |h a˚,K pyq´1| is finite. For h a˚,K computed above, the maximizer turns out to be y˚" p4, 4q " pK`1, K`1q and the maximum approximation error is
The graph of the approximation error |h a˚,K pyq´1|, y P BB is shown in Figure 6a . x (1) x (2) (b) Level curves of´1 n log h a,0 pT n pxqq and 1 n log P x pτ n ă τ 0 q, n " 60 By Proposition 7.6ˇˇˇˇP
y pτ ă 8q´h a,0 pyq P y pτ ă 8qˇˇˇˇď c˚.
Theorem 6.1 now implies that h a,K pT n px napproximates P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with relative error bounded by c˚" 0.17764 for n large. Therefore, in improving our approximation from h a,0 of (69) to h a,3 by adding three Y -harmonic functions of the form h β 1 pα 1,j q to the approximating basis, the relative error decreases from c0 " 0.3607 to c0 " 0.17764. Figure 6b shows the level curves of´1 n log h a,3 pT n pxqq and´1 n log P x pτ n ă τ 0 q (the latter computed numerically via iteration of the harmonic equation satisfied by P x pτ n ă τ 0 q) for n " 60; the level curves overlap completely except along B 1 , as suggested by our analysis. To illustrate how the approximation error decreases when K increases, let us repeat the computation above with K " 20. The resulting maximum relative error turns out to be:
a˚,20 pyq´1| " |h a˚,20 pp21, 21qq´1| " 1.6211ˆ10´3.
The probability P p4,0q pτ 60 ă τ 0 q, computed numerically, equals 4.6658ˆ10´1 7 , the best approximation of this quantity computed above is h a,20 p56, 0q " 5.2ˆ10´1 7 . The discrepancy arises from the proximity of p4, 0q to B 1 . As we move away from the B 1 , these quantities get closer P p10,0q pτ 60 ă τ 0 q " 3.3303ˆ10´1 5 , h a,20 p50, 0q " 3.3358ˆ10´1 5 , compatible with the maximum relative error computed above. Figure 7 shows how approximation improves as K increases:
Comparison with the tandem case
This section compares the analysis and results of the current work to those of [66] treating the approximation of the probability P x pτ n ă τ 0 q for the constrained random walk representing K Þ Ñ h a,K p50, 0q and P p10,0q pτ 60 ă τ 0 q (the flat line), drawn at 10´1 5 scale two tandem queues, which has the increments p1, 0q, p´1, 1q and p0,´1q. The main idea is the same for both walks: i.e., approximation of P x pτ n ă τ 0 q by P y pτ ă 8q and computing/ approximating the latter via harmonic functions constructed out of single and conjugate points on the characteristic surface. However, the assumptions, the results and the analysis manifest nontrivial differences. Let us begin with the assumptions:
Assumption r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1 In the tandem case β 1 p1q " ρ 2 and the conjugate point of pρ 2 , 1q is pρ 2 , ρ 1 q, therefore, the stability assumption automatically implies αpr, 1q ă 1. For the parallel case, αpr, 1q can indeed be greater than 1 if r and ρ 1 are close and ρ 2 is small; we therefore explicitly assume r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1. This assumption appears in two places: 1) in the convergence analysis, in the derivation of the bound (18) and 2) in the computation of P y pτ ă 8q in Section 7. We think that the use of the assumption r 2 {ρ 2 ă 1 in the first case can be removed without much change from the arguments of the present and earlier works; the details remain for future work. We think that the computation of P y pτ ă 8q when r 2 {ρ 2 ą 1 presents genuine difficulties, the treatment of which also remains for future work. Next we point out the differences in results:
Region where P y pτ ă 8q is a good approximation for P x pτ n ă τ 0 q That the tandem walk involves no jumps of the form p´1, 0q implies that P Tnpxnq pτ ă 8q provides an approximation of P xn pτ n ă τ 0 q with exponentially decaying relative error for all x away from 0; in contrast, the presence of the jump p´1, 0q in the parallel case, implies that the same approximation works only away from B 1 for the parallel walk case treated in the present work. This difference shows itself in the proofs of exponential decay of relative error, too, this is discussed below.
Explicit formula for P y pτ ă 8q In the case of the tandem walk, the probability P y pτ ă 8q can be explicitly represented as a linear combination of the harmonic functions h ρ 1 and h ρ 2 for all stable parameter values as long as µ 1 ‰ µ 2 ; in the parallel case this only happens when r 2 " ρ 1 ρ 2 (see Proposition 7.2). When r 2 ‰ ρ 1 ρ 2 , h r and h ρ 1 can only provide an approximation of P y pτ ă 8q with bounded relative error (Proposition 7.3). This relative error can be reduced by adding into the approximation further BB-determined Y -harmonic functions (Proposition 7.6 and subsection 7.1). The changes in argument from the tandem walk to the parallel walk are as follows:
Analysis of P x pτ n ă τ 0 q In prior works [62, 28, 63, 65 ] the LD analysis of P x pτ n ă τ 0 q and similar quantities are based on sub and supersolutions of the limit HJB equation, similar to the analysis given in subsection 4.1. In the present work, a novelty is the use of explicit subharmonic functions (Proposition 4.2) of the constrained random walk X in the proof of the upperbound Proposition 4.3.
Analysis of P x pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q The probability corresponding to P x pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q in the tandem case is P x pσ 1 ă σ 1,2 ă τ n ă τ 0 q. For the proof of the exponential decay of the relative error, we need upperbound on these probabilities. Both papers develop these upperbound from subsolutions to a limit HJB equation. The subsolution consists of three pieces (one for each of the stopping times σ 1 , σ 1,2 and τ n ) for the tandem walk, and two pieces for the parallel walk (one for each of the times σ 1 and τ n ). In the tandem case, the pieces of the subsolution are constructed from the subsolution for the probability P x pτ n ă τ 0 q, whereas in the parallel case a new piece is introduced based on the gradient r 4 of (48).
Analysis of P x pσ 1 ă τ ă 8q The probability corresponding to P x pσ 1 ă τ ă 8q in the tandem case is P x pσ 1 ăσ 1,2 ă τ ă 8q. The special nature of the tandem walk allowed us to find upperbounds on this probability from the explicit formula we have for P y pτ ă 8q; this significantly simplified the analysis of the tandem walk case. For the parallel walk, we extended the analysis of P x pσ 1 ă τ n ă τ 0 q, based on subsolutions, to P x pσ 1 ă τ ă 8q. In this, the most significant novelty is the analysis given Section 3, where we prove the existence of z ą 1 such that E z rz τ 1 tτ ă8u s ă 8. For this, we introduce what we call Y´z-harmonic functions and provide methods of construction of classes of them from points on 1{z-level characteristic surfaces, which are generalizations of characteristic surfaces.
Conclusion
The probability P y pτ ă 8q approximates P x pτ n ă τ 0 q well when x is away from B 1 ; as noted in the previous section, this is in contrast to the tandem case, where the approximation is good away from the origin. How can one extend the approximation to the region along B 1 ? A natural idea, already pointed out in [65] is to repeat the same analysis, but this time taking the corner p0, nq as the origin of the Y process, i.e., to use the change of coordinate y " T n pxq " pxp1q, n´xp2qq to construct the Y process. Numerical calculations indicate that the resulting approximation will be accurate (i.e., exponentially decaying relative error) along B 1 between the points p0, nq and p0, tp1´C 4 qnuq (see (28) for the definition of C 4 ). We believe that arguments and computations parallel to the ones given in the present work would imply these results; the details are left for future work. We think that the extension of the approximation to the region along the line segment between p0, 0q and p0, tp1´c 1 qnuq requires further ideas and computations. We expect the analysis linking P x pτ n ă τ 0 q to P y pτ ă 8q when ρ 1 " ρ 2 to be parallel to the analysis given in the current work. For the computation of P y pτ ă 8q, when ρ 1 " ρ 2 , the case λ 1 " λ 2 , µ 1 " µ 2 appears to be particularly simple. In this case, upon taking limits in (58) one obtains P y pτ ă 8q " r yp1q´yp2q`p 1´rqr yp1q pyp1q´yp2qq, where r " ρ 1 " ρ 2 . A complete analysis of the computation of P y pτ ă 8q when ρ 1 " ρ 2 remains for future work. In subsection 7.1, the computation of P y pτ ă 8q when r 2 ‰ ρ 1 ρ 2 proceeds as follows: 1) we first construct a candidate approximation h a,K " ℜph a˚,K q of P y pτ ă 8q 2) we find an upperbound on the relative error of the approximation by finding the maximum of |h a˚,K´1 | on BB. A natural question is the following: given a relative error bound, can we know apriori that an approximation having that maximum relative error can be constructed? If that is possible, how many Y -harmonic functions of the form given by Proposition 2.2 would we need? To answer these questions require a fine understanding of the functional analytic properties of the span of the BB-determined Y -harmonic functions given by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. This appears to be a difficult problem because the functions given in these propositions don't have simple geometric properties, such as the orthogonality of the Fourier basis in L 2 . A study of this problem remains for future work.
The exact formula for P y pτ ă 8q for the tandem case has a remarkable extension to d dimensions; this is derived in [65] and is based on harmonic-systems, a concept defined in that work. We think that it is also possible, in the case of parallel queues, to obtain nontrivial harmonic systems in higher dimensions. A complete characterization of such systems and the question of under what conditions they would give a rich class of Y -harmonic functions to approximate P y pτ ă 8q also remain challenging problems for future research.
